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Abstract 
In the teaching of German at the University of Hradec Kralove we have made an experiment with a ballot tool. This new 
technological device enables to practice and test different phenomena of face-to-face teaching without the necessity of students´ 
connection to the Internet. The tool has met with a lively response because young people usually welcome all novelties and every 
stimulant of teaching with enthusiasm. The paper is focused on experience with the use of the ballot tool.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Our time brings new and new opportunities of exploiting advanced methods in teaching. Young people like to 
receive the modern trends in this field and it would be a pity not to use the possibilities offered by the contemporary 
technology.  
We have some new devices at our disposal also at the University of Hradec Kralove, one of them is a ballot tool. 
During the last academic year we made an experiment with a new technological tool – with a ballot tool. This 
device enables to practice and test different phenomena of face-to-face teaching without the necessity of students´ 
connection to the Internet. Work with the tool has met with pleasure because students usually welcome every 
stimulant and all novelties of teaching with enthusiasm. When using this device, the teacher can immediately 
discover in which areas students make most mistakes. At the same time, she or he can perfect her/his explanation 
and make the linguistic material more clear.  
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2. Learning Innovations 
2.1. Ballot tool 
There are several types of ballot tools. They differ from each other by their technical parameters and by different 
types  of  responses.  Our  device  is  an  Interwrite  PRS  RF  with  software  response.  We  used  this  apparatus  in  the  
academic year of 2009/2010 for the first time. We had supposed and it had turned out that the usage of the ballot 
tool was no problem for the tutors and the operation with it was acceptable for the students as well. After some 
induction training and experience, every teacher mastered the operation with the ballot tool quite well. It had been 
found out that the tool might help to activate the students during their tutorials.  
The usage of the tool opens the possibility to ask as many as eight types of questions (for example, yes-no 
questions) and responses to 11 letters. The response is represented at the display of the ballot and the student has his 
opportunity to check the answer before sending. For the time being the variant multiple choice turned out to be a 
success, a choice from several possibilities. The tutor can choose the possibility of immediate answers in the whole 
group at the same time or he can let work students in an interval of time at an arbitrary pace and in arbitrary order of 
questions. After a certain time given in advance, he closes down and evaluates the whole system of answers. In this 
case the students may return to the separate items and correct their answers until the expiry of the time limit. Our 
experience indicated that the second variant was more acceptable for the students. 
After the explanation of the given issues, the practice follows and it is focused on the teaching material. For some 
time, the students can work with individual questions separately, every student at his/ her own pace, and they can 
come back to single questions or tasks at the given time. At some other time, the questions are given at the same 
moment to all students, all of them answer the same question at the same time, they have got an equal time for their 
answers and all of them proceed to the next question at the same time again. An advantage for the teacher is that the 
device can serve also as an examination tool without being connected to the Internet. This can, to a large extent,
exclude any possibility of undesirable group work or copying. 
In the teaching of German we use this device while examining students' knowledge by means of final tests or 
during the work with listening texts. The students take this work with the ballot tools as a refreshment of a lesson. 
The tutor sees this work as an element of motivation. 
In an on-line regime the usage of this tool brings an important opportunity of immediate evaluation of data and 
screening the results. The obtained outcomes should serve first of all as a feedback for the tutors. They should give a 
detailed survey in two directions: which theme items have been mastered successfully by the students with 
achievement of adequate results and which theme items have been difficult for the students. 
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Figure 2. Interwrite PRS RF (www.banxia.com) 
2.2. Innovations with ICT  
There are, of course, also other ways serving to modernisation of language teaching. One of them is on-line 
courses mentioned in another contribution to this conference. It is a case of courses in a virtual environment 
WebCT. We use them as supplementary courses in full-time teaching, in combined teaching or as separate courses 
in interuniversity studies. We used the on-line courses even in education of state civil servants or in post-gradual 
education of teachers. These courses come into their own also in students' preparation for entrance exams. After 
many years of experience we can say that blended learning proved its worth as a very suitable method in foreign 
language teaching. 
The courses are a summary of study materials; you can accommodate them to the situation and to the language 
knowledge of students. The courses should stimulate the students studying a foreign language and enable the check 
of study results. The aim of the subject is to develop communicative skills on the basis of professional vocabulary of 
a certain field (e.g. finance, informatics) using the knowledge of general language. The courses are made in virtual 
environment WebCT; they can be used in the places with the Internet access. In this way preparation of the students, 
who cannot take part in the learning process, is easier. 
Students always anonymously evaluate the courses at the end of semester. They appreciate the lessons with on-
line courses support. Usually the freedom of choice of place and time to study is the most often mentioned. They are 
also thankful for the chance of a contact with their teacher.  
We constantly complete the current materials from the foreign web pages.  
2.3. Innovations with Podcasting  
To modernize the foreign language teaching, first of all to work with listening texts we use podcasting.  
“A podcast is a digital media file that is shared over the web using syndication feeds, for playback on portable 
media players and personal computers. A podcast is a specific type of webcast which, like 'radio´, can mean either 
the content itself or the method by which it is syndicated; the latter is also termed podcasting. The host or author of a 
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podcast is often called a podcaster. The term "podcast" is a portmanteau of the name of Apple's portable music 
player, the iPod, and broadcast; a pod refers to a container of some sort and the idea of broadcasting to a container or 
pod describes the process of podcasting. Though podcasters' web sites may also offer direct download or streaming 
of their content, a podcast is distinguished from other digital media formats by its ability to be downloaded 
automatically, using software capable of reading feed formats such as RSS or Atom.“ [Wikipedia] 
 Most of stations broadcasting on the Internet use this method. A user-listener can download the complexes texts 
into his computer and play them back at a deliberate time or create his own programme. The texts of Deutsche 
Welle turned out to be very useful in connection with this method. Listening texts can be found there in mp3 format 
and simultaneously with written texts. Just this form is an important guide to understanding and can be used by 
many students. 
The use of the Internet in a learning process is supported by arguments as follows: 
x The Internet is an ideal storage of teaching materials available whenever and wherever. 
x The Internet makes possible to join a teacher with distant students and to join students between each other. 
x It makes possible to create teams with the same learning interests, to create communication between then not 
depending on time and place. 
x It makes possible a continuous improvement of forms of teaching materials and ways of communication between 
the participants  of learning process. 
On-line education also makes possible to carry out the teaching projects hardly feasible by other means. 
3. Conclusion 
All the time, it becomes more apparent that e-learning is a suitable and useful method of language teaching. It is 
obvious that it will never quite well replace contact teaching, especially not in those cases where there is a personal 
teacher-student contact very necessary. In spite of it, it has become an important component of contemporary 
teaching. Its big possibilities are in post-graduate education. We can constantly see that the on-line courses are an 
excellent means of motivation. We use all available technology to make language teaching attractive and to achieve 
the best results of teaching at the same time. 
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